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Introduction
This publication covers the federal income tax
aspects of bankruptcy. Bankruptcy proceed-
ings begin with the filing of a petition with the
bankruptcy court. The filing of the petition cre-
ates a bankruptcy estate, which generally con-
sists of all the assets of the person filing the
bankruptcy petition. A separate taxable entity
is created if the bankruptcy petition is filed by
an individual under chapter 7 or chapter 11 of
the Bankruptcy Code. These chapters are ex-
plained later. The tax obligations of taxable es-
tates are discussed later under The Bank-
ruptcy Estate.

The tax obligations of the person filing a
bankruptcy petition (the debtor) vary depend-
ing on the bankruptcy chapter under which the
petition was filed. For individuals, these are
also explained in the first part of this publica-
tion. For other entities, see Partnerships and
Corporations, later.

Generally, when a debt owed to another is
canceled the amount canceled or forgiven is
considered income that is taxed to the person
owing the debt. If a debt is canceled under a
bankruptcy proceeding, the amount canceled
is not income. However, the canceled debt
reduces the amount of other tax benefits the
debtor would otherwise be entitled to. See
Debt Cancellation, later.

This publication is not intended to cover
bankruptcy law in general, or to provide de-
tailed discussions of the tax rules for the more
complex corporate bankruptcy reorganiza-
tions or other highly technical transactions. In
these cases, you should seek competent pro-
fessional advice.



is a new taxable entity, completely separate Tax attributes. Certain deduction and creditUseful Items
from you as an individual taxpayer. carryovers and decisions that you made inYou may want to see:

If a husband and wife file a joint bankruptcy earlier years are taken over by the bankruptcy
petition and their estates are jointly adminis- estate when you file for bankruptcy. These in-Publication
tered, treat their estates as separate entities clude carryovers of deductions, losses, and□ 536 Net Operating Losses
for tax purposes. Two separate tax returns credits, your method of accounting, and the

□ 538 Accounting Periods and Methods must be filed (if they separately meet the filing basis and holding period of assets. These are
□ 544 Sales and Other Dispositions of requirements). referred to as tax attributes.

Assets The estate, under a chapter 7 proceeding, When the estate is terminated, you as-
is represented by a trustee. The trustee is ap-□ 551 Basis of Assets sume any remaining tax attributes that were
pointed by the bankruptcy court to administer taken over by the estate and generally as-
the estate and liquidate your nonexempt as-Form (and Instructions) sume any attributes arising during the adminis-
sets. In chapter 11, the debtor remains in con- tration of the estate. See Attribute carryovers,□ SS–4 Application for Employer
trol of the assets as a ‘‘debtor-in-possession.’’ later under The Bankruptcy Estate, for a list ofIdentification Number
However, sometimes the bankruptcy court will attributes. Also, see Administrative expenses□ 982 Reduction of Tax Attributes Due to appoint a trustee in a chapter 11 case. In this under The Bankruptcy Estate for a limitation.Discharge of Indebtedness (and case, the debtor-in-possession must turn over

Section 1082 Basis Adjustment) to the trustee control of the debtor’s assets
Disclosure of return information. The bank-□ 1041 U.S. Income Tax Return for and operations.
ruptcy estate’s income tax returns are open,Estates and Trusts The estate may produce its own income as
upon written request, to inspection by or dis-well as incur its own expenses. See The Bank-□ 1041–ES Estimated Income Tax for
closure to you the individual debtor. The dis-ruptcy Estate, later. The creation of a separateFiduciaries
closure is necessary so that you can properlybankruptcy estate also gives you a ‘‘fresh
figure the amount and nature of the tax attrib-start’’ —with certain exceptions, wages you
utes, if any, that you must assume when theearn and property you acquire after the bank-See How To Get More Information, near the
bankruptcy estate is terminated.ruptcy case has begun belong to you and doend of this publication for information about

not become a part of the bankruptcy estate. In addition, your income tax returns for thegetting these publications and forms.
year the bankruptcy case begins and for ear-If your bankruptcy case began but was

later dismissed by the bankruptcy court, the lier years are open to inspection by or disclo-
estate is not treated as a separate entity, and sure to the bankruptcy estate’s trustee. SeeIndividuals in Chapter you are treated as if the bankruptcy petition Disclosure of return information, later, under
had never been filed in the first place. File The Bankruptcy Estate.12 or 13 
amended returns on Form 1040X to replace

A separate estate, for tax purposes, is not cre- any returns you previously filed. Include on
Transfer of assets to the estate. Bankruptcyated for an individual who files a petition under any amended returns items of income, deduc-
law determines which of your assets becomeChapter 12 or 13 of the Bankruptcy Code. tions, or credits that were or would have been
part of the bankruptcy estate. Generally, all ofYou, the individual, should continue to file the reported by the bankruptcy estate on its re-
your legal and equitable interests becomesame federal income tax return that was filed turns and were not reported on returns you

prior to the bankruptcy petition. property of the estate. However, you may ‘‘ex-previously filed. However, you may not be able
On your return, report all income received empt’’ certain property from the estate.to deduct administrative expenses the former

during the entire year and deduct all allowable A transfer (other than by sale or exchange)estate could have claimed. Also, the bank-
expenses. Do not include any debt canceled of an asset from you to the bankruptcy estateruptcy exclusion cannot be used to exclude
(because of bankruptcy) in income on your re- is not treated as a ‘‘disposition’’ for income taxdebt that was canceled while you were under
turn. However, you must reduce (to the extent purposes. This means that the transfer doesthe bankruptcy court’s protection. But the
that you have) certain losses, credits or basis not result in gain or loss, recapture of deduc-other exclusions (such as insolvency) may
in property by the amount of canceled debt. tions or credits, or acceleration of income orapply.
See Debt Cancellation, later. deductions. For example, the transfer of an in-

For information about determining the stallment obligation to the estate would notResponsibilities of theamount of tax due and paying tax, see Tax accelerate gain under the rules for reporting
Procedures, later. Individual Debtor installment sales.

You, as the individual debtor, generally must If you receive any assets from the bank-Note: Interest on trust accounts in Chapter file income tax returns during the period of the ruptcy estate when it terminates, do not treat13 proceedings. If you are an individual bankruptcy proceedings. Do not include on the transfer as a taxable disposition. You treatdebtor in a chapter 13 wage earner’s plan, do your return, the income, deductions, or credits these assets the same as the bankruptcy es-not include as income on your return interest belonging to the separate bankruptcy estate. tate would have treated them. This includesearned on amounts held in trust accounts Also do not include as income on your return, using the same basis, holding period, andwhile awaiting distribution to your creditors. the debts canceled because of bankruptcy. character of the assets as the bankruptcy es-This interest is not available either to you or to
However, the bankruptcy estate must reduce tate did before it was terminated.your creditors. It is available only to the trust-
certain losses, credits, and the basis in prop- Abandonments.  If you receive aban-ees, and is taxable to the trustee as his or her
erty (to the extent of these items) by the doned property from the estate, you receiveindividual income.
amount of canceled debt. See Debt Cancella- the same basis in the property that the estate
tion, later.

had.
You have the option of ending your tax

year on the day before you filed your bank-Individuals in Chapter 7
Carrybacks from your activities. As the indi-ruptcy petition. This allows the tax due on thator 11 vidual debtor, you cannot carry back any netshort period return to be a claim against the
operating loss or credit carryback from a taxbankruptcy estate. See Election to End TaxIf you are an individual debtor who files for
year ending after the bankruptcy case has be-Year, later.bankruptcy under chapter 7 or 11 of the Bank-
gun to any tax year ending before the case be-See Tax Procedures, later, for informationruptcy Code, a separate ‘‘estate’’ is created
gan. The estate, however, can carry the lossabout determining and paying the amount ofconsisting of property that belonged to you
back to offset your pre-bankruptcy income.tax due.before the filing date. This bankruptcy estate
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election. This is because you and your spouse, accounting period. See Short Tax Year in Pub-Election to End Tax Year  
lication 538, Accounting Periods and Meth-having different tax years, could not file a jointIf you are an individual debtor and have assets
ods, for information on how to annualize yourreturn for a year ending on the day before your(other than those you exempt from the bank-
income and how to figure your tax for the shortspouse’s filing of bankruptcy.ruptcy estate), you may choose to end your tax
tax year.Example 1. Paul and Mary Harris are cal-year on the day before the filing of your bank-

endar-year taxpayers. A voluntary chapter 7ruptcy case. Then your tax year is divided into
Filing requirement.  If you elect to end your2 ‘‘short’’ tax years of fewer than 12 months bankruptcy case involving only Paul begins on
tax year on the day before filing the bank-each. The first year ends on the day before the March 4.
ruptcy case, you must file the return for thefiling date, and the second year begins with If Paul does not make an election, his tax
first short tax year as explained earlier underthe filing date and ends on the date your tax year does not end on March 3. If he does
Making the election.year normally ends. Once you make this make an election, Paul’s first tax year is Janu-

If you make this election, you must also filechoice, you may not change it. Any income tax ary 1—March 3, and his second short tax year
a separate Form 1040 for the second short taxliability for the first short tax year becomes an begins on March 4. Mary could join in Paul’s
year by the regular due date. You should noteallowable claim (as a claim arising before election as long as they file a joint return for
on the return that it is the ‘‘Second Short Yearbankruptcy) against the bankruptcy estate. If the tax year January 1—March 3. They must
Return After Section 1398 Election.’’this tax liability is not paid in the bankruptcy make the election by July 15, the due date for

If the bankruptcy case is later dismissed,proceeding, the liability is not canceled be- filing the joint return.
you (the debtor) must file an amended returncause of bankruptcy and it can be collected Example 2. Fred and Ethel Barnes are cal- to replace any full or short year returns thatfrom you as an individual. endar-year taxpayers. A voluntary chapter 7 you filed. Attach a statement to any amendedIf you do not choose to end the tax year, bankruptcy case involving only Fred begins on return you file explaining why you are filing anthen no part of your tax liability for the year in May 6, and a bankruptcy case involving only amended return. In this situation, no bank-which bankruptcy proceedings begin can be Ethel begins on November 1 of the same year. ruptcy estate is created for tax purposes. In-collected from the estate.

Ethel could choose to end her tax year on come that was or would be reported by the
October 31. If Fred had not elected to end his bankruptcy estate must be reported on yourMaking the election. If you choose to end tax year on May 5, or if he had elected to do so return.your tax year, you do so by filing a return on but Ethel had not joined in his election, Ethel

Form 1040 for the first short tax year on or would have 2 tax years in the same calendar
before the 15th day of the fourth full month af- The Bankruptcy Estate year if she decided to close her tax year. Her
ter the end of that first tax year. The filing of a bankruptcy petition for an indi-first tax year is January 1—October 31, and

vidual debtor under chapter 7 or chapter 11 ofExample.John Doe files a bankruptcy peti- her second year is November 1—December
the bankruptcy code creates a separate taxa-tion on July 10. To have a timely filed election, 31.
ble bankruptcy estate. The trustee (for chapterhe must file Form 1040 (or an extension) for If Fred had not decided to end his tax year
7 cases) or the debtor-in-possession (forthe period January 1 through July 9 by Novem- as of May 5, he could join in Ethel’s choice to
chapter 11 cases) is generally responsible forber 15. close her tax year on October 31, but only if
preparing and filing the estate’s tax returnsTo avoid delays in processing the return, they file a joint return for the tax year January
and paying its taxes. The debtor remains re-write ‘‘Section 1398 Election’’ at the top of the 1—October 31. If Fred had elected to end his
sponsible for filing returns and paying taxes onreturn. You may also make the election by at- tax year on May 5, but Ethel had not joined in
any income that does not belong to the estate.taching a statement to an application for ex- Fred’s choice, Fred could not join in Ethel’s

If a bankruptcy case begins, but later is dis-tension of time to file a tax return (Form 4868 choice to end her tax year on October 31, be-
missed by the bankruptcy court, the estate isor other). The statement must say that you cause they could not file a joint return for that
not treated as a separate taxable entity. If taxchoose under section 1398(d)(2) to close your short year. They could not file a joint return be-
returns have been fi led for the estate,tax year on the day before the filing of the cause their tax years preceding October 31
amended returns must be filed to move in-bankruptcy case. You must file the application were not the same.
come and deductions from the estate’s re-for extension by the due date of the return for

Example 3. Jack and Karen Thomas are turns to the debtor’s returns. If no returns havethe first short tax year. If your spouse decides
calendar-year taxpayers. A voluntary chapter been filed, report all income and deductionsto also close his or her tax year, see Election
7 bankruptcy case involving only Karen begins on the debtor’s returns.by debtor’s spouse, next.
on April 10, and a voluntary chapter 7 bank- The following discussions provide tax in-
ruptcy case involving only Jack begins on Oc- formation for the bankruptcy estate.Election by debtor’s spouse. If you are mar-
tober 3 of the same year. Karen chooses toried, your spouse may also join in the choice to
close her tax year on April 9 and Jack joins inend the tax year, but only if you and your Treatment of income, deductions, and
Karen’s choice.spouse file a joint return for the first short tax credits.  The gross income of the bankruptcy

Under these facts, Jack would have 3 taxyear. You must make these choices by the due estate includes any of the debtor’s gross in-
years for the same calendar year if he makesdate for filing the return for the first short tax come to which the estate is entitled under the
the election relating to his own bankruptcyyear. Once you make the choice, it cannot be bankruptcy law. The estate’s gross income
case. The first tax year would be January 1—revoked for the first year; however, the choice also includes any income the estate is entitled
April 9; the second April 10—October 2; anddoes not mean that you and your spouse must to and receives or accrues after the beginning
the third October 3—December 31.file a joint return for the second short tax year. of the bankruptcy case. Gross income of the

Karen may (but does not have to) join in bankruptcy estate does not include amountsLater bankruptcy of spouse. If your
Jack’s election if they file a joint return for the received or accrued by the debtor before thespouse files for bankruptcy later in the same
second short tax year (April 10—October 2). If bankruptcy petition date.year, he or she may also choose to end his or
Karen does join in, she would have the same 3her tax year, regardless of whether he or she The bankruptcy estate may deduct or take
short tax years as Jack. Also, if Karen joins injoined in the choice to end your tax year. Be- as a credit any expenses it pays or incurs, the
Jack’s election, they may file a joint return forcause each of you has a separate bankruptcy, same way that the debtor would have de-
the third tax year (October 3—December 31),one or both of you may have 3 short tax years ducted or credited them had he or she contin-
but they are not required to do so.in the same calendar year. If your spouse had ued in the same trade, business, or activity

joined in your choice, or if you had not made and actually paid or accrued the expenses. Al-
Annualizing taxable income. If you choosethe choice to end your tax year, you can join in lowable expenses include administrative ex-
to close your tax year, you must annualize youryour spouse’s choice. But if you had made an penses, such as attorney fees and court costs.
taxable income for each short tax year theelection and your spouse did not join in the These are discussed later under Administra-
same way it is done for a change in an annualelection, you cannot join in your spouse’s later tive expenses.
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The bankruptcy estate figures its taxable Termination of the estate. If the bank- Carrybacks from the estate. If the bank-
income the same way as an individual figures ruptcy estate has any tax attributes at the time ruptcy estate itself has a net operating loss,
his or her taxable income. The estate can take it is terminated, they are assumed by the separate from any losses passing to the es-
one personal exemption and either individual debtor. tate from the debtor under the attribute carry-
(itemized) deductions or the basic standard Passive and at-risk activities. For bank- over rules, the bankruptcy estate can carry the
deduction for a married individual filing a sepa- ruptcy cases beginning on or after November loss back not only to its own earlier tax years
rate return. The estate cannot take the higher 9, 1992, treat passive activity carryover losses but also to the debtor’s tax years before the
standard deduction allowed for married per- and credits and unused at-risk deductions as year the bankruptcy case began. The estate
sons filing separately who are 65 or older or tax attributes that the debtor passes to the may also carry back excess credits, such as
blind. The estate uses the rates for a married bankruptcy estate and the estate passes back the general business credit, to the pre-bank-
individual filing separately to figure the tax on to the debtor when the estate terminates. Ad- ruptcy years.
its taxable income. ditionally, transfers to the debtor (other than

by sale or exchange) of interests in passive or Return Requirements
Transfer of assets between debtor and es- at-risk activities are treated as exchanges that

and Payment of Tax tate.  Bankruptcy law determines which of the are not taxable. These transfers include the
The trustee (or debtor-in-possession) must filedebtor’s assets become part of the bank- return of exempt property to the debtor and
an income tax return on Form 1041, U.S. In-ruptcy estate. These assets are treated the the abandonment of estate property to the
come Tax Return for Estates and Trusts if thesame in the estate’s hands as they were in the debtor.
estate has gross income that meets or ex-debtor’s hands. Cases beginning before November 9,
ceeds the amount required for filing. ThisA transfer (other than by sale or exchange) 1992. If a bankruptcy case begins before No-
amount is the total of the personal exemptionof an asset from the debtor to the bankruptcy vember 9, 1992, and ends on or after that
amount and the basic standard deduction for aestate is not treated as a ‘‘disposition’’ for in- date, the debtor and the trustee for an individ-
married individual filing separately. See thecome tax purposes. This means that the trans- ual chapter 7 case (the debtor-in-possession
Form 1041 instructions for the current year’sfer does not result in gain or loss, recapture of for an individual chapter 11 case) can elect to
amount.deductions or credits, or acceleration of in- have these provisions apply. In a chapter 7

come or deductions. For example, the transfer If a return is required, the trustee (orcase, the election is made jointly by the debtor
of an installment obligation to the estate would debtor-in-possession) completes the identifi-and the trustee of the bankruptcy estate. In a
not accelerate gain under the rules for report- chapter 11 case, the election is incorporated cation area at the top of the Form 1041 and
ing installment sales. The estate is treated the in the bankruptcy plan. See IRS regulations lines 23–29 and signs and dates it. Form 1041
same way the debtor would be regarding the 1.1398–1 and 1.1398–2 for more information is a transmittal for Form 1040, U.S. Individual
transferred asset. on how to make this election. Income Tax Return. Complete Form 1040 and

When the bankruptcy estate is terminated, figure the tax using the tax rate schedule for a
that is, dissolved, any resulting transfer (other married person filing separately. In the topAdministrative expenses.  The bankruptcy
than by sale or exchange) of the estate’s as- margin of Form 1040, write ‘‘Attachment toestate is allowed a deduction for administra-
sets back to the debtor is not treated as a dis- Form 1041. DO NOT DETACH.’’ Attach Formtive expenses and any fees or charges as-
position. This transfer does not result in gain 1040 to the Form 1041.sessed it. These expenses are generally de-
or loss, recapture of deductions or credits, or ductible as itemized deductions subject to the
acceleration of income or deductions to the 2% floor on miscellaneous itemized deduc- Note:The filing of a tax return for the bank-
estate. tions. However, administrative expenses at- ruptcy estate does not relieve the individual

The abandonment of property by the es- tributable to the conduct of a trade or business debtor of his or her tax filing requirement.
tate to the debtor is a nontaxable disposition by the bankruptcy estate or the production of
of property. the estate’s rents or royalties are deductible in

Estimated tax. The trustee or debtor-in-pos-arriving at adjusted gross income.
session must pay estimated tax (if any is due)Attribute carryovers.  The bankruptcy estate The expenses are subject to disallowance
for the bankruptcy estate. See the Instructionsmust treat its tax attributes the same way that under other provisions of the Internal Revenue
to Form 1041–ES, Estimated Income Tax forthe debtor would have treated them. These Code, such as disallowing certain capital ex-
Fiduciaries, for information regarding the dol-items must be determined as of the first day of penditures, taxes, or expenses relating to tax-
lar limits and exceptions to filing Form 1041–the debtor’s tax year in which the bankruptcy exempt interest. These expenses can only be
ES and paying estimated tax.case begins. The bankruptcy estate gets the deducted by the estate, and never by the

following tax attributes from the debtor: debtor.
Employer identification number. The trus-If the administrative expenses of the bank-1) Net operating loss carryovers,
tee (or debtor-in-possession) must obtain anruptcy estate are more than its gross income

2) Carryovers of excess charitable employer identification number (EIN) for afor the tax year, the excess amount may be
contributions, bankruptcy estate if the estate must file anycarried back 3 years and forward 7 years. The

form, statement, or document with the IRS.3) Recovery of tax benefit items, amounts can only be carried back or forward
The trustee uses this EIN on any tax returnto a tax year of the estate and never to the4) Credit carryovers,
filed for the bankruptcy estate including esti-debtor’s tax year. The excess amount to be5) Capital loss carryovers, mated tax returns. The trustee can obtain ancarried back or forward is treated like a net op-

6) Basis, holding period, and character of EIN for a bankruptcy estate by filing Form SS–erating loss and must first be carried back to
assets, 4, Application for Employer Identificationthe earliest year possible. For a discussion of

Number. Form SS–4 is available at IRS or So-the net operating loss, see Publication 536,7) Method of accounting,
cial Security Offices. Trustees representingNet Operating Losses.8) Passive activity loss and credit ten or more bankruptcy estates (other than es-

carryovers, tates that will be filing employment or exciseChange of accounting period. The bank-
9) Unused at-risk deductions, and tax returns) may file a consolidated applicationruptcy estate may change its accounting pe-

to obtain blocks of ten or more EINs by follow-10) Other tax attributes as provided in riod (tax year) once without getting approval
ing the procedures set out in Revenue Proce-regulations. from the Internal Revenue Service. This rule
dure 89–37, 1989–1 C.B. 919.allows the trustee of the estate to close the es-

Certain tax attributes of the estate must be tate’s tax year early, before the expected ter-
Note:The social security number of the in-reduced by any excluded income from cancel- mination of the estate. The trustee can then

dividual debtor cannot be used as the EIN forlation of debt occurring in a bankruptcy pro- file a return for the first short tax year to get a
the bankruptcy estate.ceeding. See Debt Cancellation, later. quick determination of the estate’s tax liability.
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Employment taxes.  The trustee (or debtor- Joan Black was appointed trustee to adminis- $20,000 and his adjusted basis was $130,000.
in-possession) must withhold income and so- ter the estate and to distribute the assets. Joan enters this information on Form 2119.
cial security taxes and file employment tax re- The estate received the following assets Joan completes Form 2119 and enters the
turns for any wages paid by the trustee (or from Mr. Smith: gain on Schedule D (Form 1040).
debtor), including wage claims paid as admin-

1) A $100,000 certificate of deposit,istrative expenses. Until these employment Schedule D (Form 1040). Joan completes
taxes are deposited as required by the Internal 2) Commercial rental real estate with a fair Schedule D, taking into account the $250,000
Revenue Code, they should be set apart in a market value of $280,000, and capital loss carryover from 1994 ($251,500
separate bank account to ensure that funds

transferred to the estate minus $1,500 used3) His personal residence with a fair marketare available to satisfy the liability. If the em-
on the estate’s 1994 return). She enters thevalue of $200,000.ployment taxes are not paid as required, the
results on Form 1040.trustee may be held personally liable for pay-

Also, the estate received a $251,500 capitalment of the taxes. See Publication 15,Circular
loss carryover. Form 1040, page 1. Joan completes page 1 ofE, Employer’s Tax Guide, for details on em-

Mr. Smith’s bankruptcy case was closed the 1040 and enters the adjusted gross in-ployer tax responsibilities.
on December 31, 1995. During 1995, Mr. come on the first line of Form 1040, page 2.The trustee has the duty to prepare and file
Smith was relieved of $70,000 of debt by theForms W–2, Wage and Tax Statement, in con-
court. The estate chose a calendar year as itsnection with wage claims paid by the trustee, Schedule A (Form 1040). During 1995, the
tax year. Joan, the trustee, reviews the es-regardless of whether the claims accrued estate paid mortgage interest and real prop-
tate’s transactions and reports the taxablebefore or during bankruptcy. If the debtor fails erty tax on Mr. Smith’s former residence. It
events on the estate’s final return.to prepare and file Forms W–2 for wages paid also paid income tax to the state. Joan enters

before bankruptcy, the trustee should instruct the mortgage interest, real estate tax and in-
the employees to file an IRS Form 4852, SUB- Schedule B (Form 1040). The certificate of come tax on Schedule A. Also, she reports the
STITUTE FOR FORM W–2, WAGE AND TAX deposit earned $5,500 of interest during 1995. estate’s administrative expenses as a miscel-
STATEMENT OR FORM 1099R, DISTRIBU- Joan reports this interest on Schedule B. She laneous deduction subject to the 2% floor.TIONS FROM PENSIONS, ANNUITIES, RE- completes this schedule and enters the result

She completes the Schedule A and enters theTIREMENT OR PROFIT-SHARING PLANS, on Form 1040.
result on page 2 of Form 1040.IRA’S, INSURANCE CONTRACTS, ETC., with

their individual income tax returns. Form 4562. Joan enters the depreciation al-
Form 1040, page 2. Joan determines the es-lowed on Form 4562. She completes the form
tate’s taxable income and figures its tax usingDisclosure of return information. The debt- and enters the result on Schedule E.
the tax rate schedule for married filing sepa-or’s income tax returns for the year the bank-

ruptcy case begins and for earlier years are, rately. She then enters the estate’s estimatedSchedule E (Form 1040). The commercial
upon written request, open to inspection by or tax payments and figures the amount the es-real estate was rented through the date of
disclosure to the trustee. If the bankruptcy tate still owes.sale. Joan reports the income and expenses
case was not voluntary, disclosure cannot be on Schedule E. She enters the net income on
made before the bankruptcy court has entered Form 982. Joan completes the Schedule DForm 1040.
an order for relief, unless the court rules that worksheet for capital loss carryover. Because
the disclosure is needed for determining $70,000 of debt was canceled, Joan must re-Form 4797. The commercial real estate waswhether relief should be ordered. duce the tax attributes of the estate by thesold on July 1, 1995, for $280,000. The prop-For information concerning the disclosure

amount of the canceled debt. See Debt Can-erty was purchased in 1983 at a cost ofof the bankruptcy estate’s tax return see Dis-
cellation, later. In 1996, Thomas Smith (the in-$250,000. It was depreciated using straightclosure of return information, earlier, under
dividual) will assume the estate’s tax attrib-line depreciation and the total depreciation al-Responsibilities of the Individual Debtor.

lowed or allowable as of the date of sale was utes. Mr. Smith will assume a capital loss
$120,000. Additionally, $25,000 of selling ex- carryover of $3,500 ($73,500 carryover minusExample. penses were incurred. She reports the gain or the $70,000 attribute reduction).
loss from the sale on Form 4797. She com-

Caution.This publication is not revised an- pletes the form and enters the gain on Sched- Form 1041. Joan enters the total tax, esti-nually. Future changes to the forms and their ule D (Form 1040). mated tax payments, and tax due from Forminstructions may not be reflected in this
1040 on Form 1041. She completes the identi-example. Form 2119. Mr. Smith’s former residence was fication area at the top of Form 1041, then

On December 15, 1994, Thomas Smith sold on September 30, 1995. The sale price signs and dates the return.
filed a bankruptcy petition under chapter 7. was $200,000, the selling expenses were
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corporation controls immediately before the After the return is filed, the Internal Reve-
distribution. Section 356 provides that in an nue Service may redetermine the tax liabilityPartnerships and
exchange that would qualify under section 354 shown on the return. When the administrative

Corporations or 355 except that other property or money be- remedies within the Service have been ex-
sides the permitted stock or securities is re- hausted, the tax issue may be litigated either inA separate taxable estate is not created when
ceived by the shareholder, gain is recognized the bankruptcy court or in the U.S. Tax Court,a partnership or corporation files a bankruptcy
by the shareholder only to the extent of the as explained in the following discussion.petition. The court appointed trustee is, how-
money and the fair market value of the otherever, responsible for filing the regular income
property received. No loss is recognized in this Request for prompt determination of tax li-tax returns on Form 1065 or Form 1120.
situation. ability by the trustee. The trustee of the

bankruptcy estate may request a determina-
Partnerships tion of any unpaid liability of the estate for taxFiling Requirements 

incurred during the administration of the caseThe filing requirements for a partnership in The filing requirements of a corporation in-
by the filing of a tax return and a request forbankruptcy proceedings do not change. How- volved in bankruptcy proceedings do not
such a determination with the Internal Reve-ever, the filing of required returns becomes the change. However, the filing of required returns
nue Service. Unless the return is fraudulent orresponsibility of an appointed trustee, re- becomes the responsibility of an appointed
contains a material misrepresentation, theceiver, or a debtor-in-possession rather than a trustee, receiver, or a debtor-in-possession,
trustee, the debtor, and any successor to thegeneral partner. rather than a corporate officer.
debtor are discharged from liability for the taxA partnership’s debt that is canceled be-
upon payment of the tax:cause of bankruptcy is not included in the part- Exemption from tax return filing. If you are a

nership’s income. It may or may not be in- 1) As determined by the Internal Revenuetrustee, receiver, or an assignee of a corpora-
cluded in the individual partners’ income. See Service,tion that is in bankruptcy, receivership, disso-
Partnerships, later under Debt Cancellation. lution, or in the hands of an assignee by court 2) As determined by the bankruptcy court,

order, you may apply to your IRS District Direc- after the completion of the IRS examina-
tor for relief from filing federal income tax re-Corporations tion, or
turns for the corporation. To qualify, the corpo-The following discussion covers only the high- 3) As shown on the return, if the IRS doesration must have ceased business operationslights of the bankruptcy tax rules applying to not:and must have neither assets nor income.corporations. Because the details of corporate

Your request to the District Director must a) Notify the trustee within 60 days afterbankruptcy reorganizations are beyond the
include the name, address, and employer the request for the determination thatscope of this publication, you may want to
identification number of the corporation and a the return has been selected for exami-seek the help of a professional tax advisor.
statement of the facts (with any supporting nation, orSee Corporations under Debt Cancella-
documents) showing why you need relief fromtion, for information about a corporation’s debt b) Complete the examination and notifythe filing requirements. You must also includecanceled because of bankruptcy. the trustee of any tax due within 180a statement that you are making the request

days after the request (or any additionaland furnishing the information under penaltiesTax-Free Reorganizations time permitted by the bankruptcyof perjury. The District Director will act on your
court).The tax-free reorganization provisions of the request within 90 days.

Internal Revenue Code apply to a transfer by a
Making the request for determination.corporation of all or part of its assets to an- Personal Holding To request a prompt determination of any un-other corporation in a title 11 or similar case,

Company Tax  paid tax liability of the estate, the trustee mustbut only if, under the reorganization plan,
file a written application for the determinationA corporation that is subject to the jurisdictionstock or securities of the corporation to which
with the IRS District Director for the district inof the court in a title 11 or similar case is ex-the assets are transferred are distributed in a
which the bankruptcy case is pending. The ap-empt from the personal holding company tax,transaction qualifying under IRC section 354,
plication must be submitted in duplicate andunless the main reason for beginning or con-355, or 356.
executed under the penalties of perjury. Thetinuing this case is to avoid paying this tax. AA ‘‘title 11 or similar case,’’ for this pur-
trustee must submit with the application an ex-‘‘title 11 or similar case’’ is defined earlierpose, is a bankruptcy case under title 11 of the
act copy of the return (or returns) filed by theunder Tax-Free Reorganizations.United States Code, or a receivership, foreclo-
trustee with the IRS for a completed tax pe-sure, or similar proceeding in a federal or state
riod, and a statement of the name and locationcourt, but only if the corporation is under the
of the office where the return was filed. On thejurisdiction of the court in the case and the Tax Procedures  envelope write ‘‘Personal Attention of thetransfer of assets is under a plan of reorgani-
Special Procedures Function. DO NOT OPENzation approved by the court. In a receiver- The following section discusses the proce-
IN MAILROOM.’’ship, foreclosure, or similar proceeding before dures for determining the amount of tax due

The IRS examination function will notify thea federal or state agency involving certain fi- from the debtor or the bankruptcy estate, pay-
trustee within 60 days from receipt of the appli-nancial institutions, the agency is treated as a ing the tax claim, and obtaining a discharge of
cation whether the return filed by the trusteecourt. the tax liability.
has been selected for examination or hasGenerally, section 354 provides that no
been accepted as filed. If the return is selectedgain or loss is recognized if a corporation’s

Determination of Tax for examination, it will be examined as soon asstock is exchanged solely for stock or securi-
possible. The examination function will notifyties in the same or another corporation under The first step in the determination of the tax
the trustee of any tax due within 180 days froma qualifying reorganization plan. In this case, due is filing a return. As an individual bankrupt
receipt of the application or within any addi-shareholders in the bankrupt corporation debtor, you file a Form 1040 for the tax year in-
tional time permitted by the bankruptcy court.would recognize no gain or loss if they ex- volved, and the trustee of your bankruptcy es-

change their stock solely for stock or securi- tate files a Form 1041, as explained earlier
ties of the corporation acquiring the bankrupt’s under Individuals in Chapter 7 or 11. A bank- Bankruptcy court jurisdiction.  Generally,
assets. rupt corporation, or a receiver, bankruptcy the bankruptcy court has authority to deter-

Section 355 generally provides that no trustee, or assignee having possession of, or mine the amount or legality of any tax imposed
gain or loss is recognized by a shareholder if a holding title to, substantially all the property or on the debtor or the estate, including any fine,
corporation distributes solely stock or securi- business of the corporation, files a Form 1120 penalty, or addition to tax, whether or not the
ties of another corporation that the distributing for the tax year. tax was previously assessed or paid.
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The bankruptcy court does not have au- complete the examination and notify the trus- Payment of Tax Claim  
thority to determine the amount or legality of tee of its decision within 120 days from the

After the filing of a bankruptcy petition anda tax, fine, penalty, or addition to tax that was date of filing of the claim.
during the period the debtor’s assets or thosecontested before and finally decided by a
of the bankruptcy estate are under the jurisdic-court or administrative tribunal of competent Tax Court jurisdiction. The filing of a bank- tion of the bankruptcy court, these assets arejurisdiction (that became res judicata) before ruptcy petition automatically results in a stay not subject to levy. The Internal Revenue Ser-the date of filing the bankruptcy petition. (suspension) of any U.S. Tax Court proceed- vice may file a proof of claim in the bankruptcyAlso, the bankruptcy court does not have ing to determine your tax liability as the debtor. court the same way as other creditors. Thisauthority to decide the right of the bankruptcy This stay continues until one of the acts re- claim may be presented to the bankruptcyestate to a tax refund until the trustee of the moving it occurs. The stay may be lifted by the court even though the taxes have not yet beenestate properly requests the refund from the bankruptcy court upon your request, the re- assessed or are subject to a Tax CourtInternal Revenue Service and either the Ser- quest of the IRS, or the request of any other proceeding.vice determines the refund or 120 days pass party in interest. Because the bankruptcy

after the date of the request. court has power to lift the stay and allow you to
Eighth priority taxes. In bankruptcy, theIf you (the debtor) have already claimed a begin or continue a Tax Court case involving
debtor’s debts are assigned priorities for pay-refund or credit for an overpayment of tax on a your tax liability, the bankruptcy court has, in
ment. Most of the prepetition tax debts areproperly filed return or claim for refund, the effect, during the pendency of the stay, the
classified as eighth priority claims. Generally,trustee may rely on that claim. Otherwise, if sole authority to determine whether the tax is-
prepetition taxes are certain income andthe credit or refund was not claimed by you, sue is decided in the bankruptcy court itself or
other taxes that the debtor is considered tothe trustee may make the request by filing the in the Tax Court.
owe before he or she files a bankruptcyappropriate original or amended return or form Suspension of time for filing. In any
petition.with the District Director for the district in bankruptcy case, the 90–day period for filing a

The following federal taxes, if unsecured,which the bankruptcy case is pending. On the Tax Court petition, after the issuance of the
are prepetition eighth priority taxes of thereturn or claim for refund write ‘‘Personal At- statutory notice of deficiency, is suspended for
government:tention of the Special Procedures Function. the time you are prevented from filing the peti-

DO NOT OPEN IN MAILROOM.’’ 1) Income taxes for tax years ending on ortion because of the bankruptcy case, and for
The appropriate form for the trustee to use before the date of filing the bankruptcy60 days thereafter. However, even if the statu-

in making the claim for refund is as follows: petition, for which a return is due (includ-tory notice was issued before the bankruptcy
ing extensions) within 3 years of the filingpetition was filed, the suspension exists if any1) For income taxes for which an individual
of the bankruptcy petition.part of the 90–day period remained at the datedebtor had filed a Form 1040, Form

the bankruptcy petition was filed.1040A, or Form 1040EZ, the trustee 2) Income taxes assessed within 240 days
Trustee may intervene. The trustee ofshould use a Form 1040X, Amended U.S. before the date of filing the petition. This

your bankruptcy estate in any title 11 bank-Individual Income Tax Return. 240–day period is increased by any time,
ruptcy case may intervene, on behalf of the plus 30 days, during which an offer in2) For income taxes for which a corporate estate, in any proceeding in the U.S. Tax Court compromise with respect to these taxesdebtor had filed a Form 1120, the trustee to which you are a party. was pending, that was made within 240should use a Form 1120X, Amended U.S.

days after the assessment.Corporation Income Tax Return.
Tax assessment.  Generally, the automatic

3) Income taxes that were not assessed3) For income taxes for which a debtor had stay rules prevent a creditor from taking ac-
before the petition date, but were assess-filed a form other than Form 1040, Form tions to collect prepetition debts. However, the
able as of the petition date, unless these1040A, Form 1040EZ, or Form 1120, the automatic stay does not apply to:
taxes were still assessable solely be-trustee should use the same type of form

1) An audit to determine tax liability, cause no return, a late return (within 2that the debtor had originally filed, and
years of the filing of the bankruptcy peti-write ‘‘Amended Return’’ at the top of the 2) A demand for tax returns,
tion), or a fraudulent return was filed.form.

3) The issuance of a notice of deficiency to
4) Withholding taxes for which you are liable4) For taxes other than certain excise taxes the debtor, or

in any capacity.or income taxes for which the debtor had
4) The making of an assessment for any taxfiled a return, the trustee should use a 5) Employer’s share of employment taxesand the sending of a notice and demandForm 843, Claim for Refund and Request on wages, salaries, or commissions (in-for payment of the tax assessed (forfor Abatement, attaching an exact copy of cluding vacation, severance, and sickbankruptcy cases filed after October 22,any return that is the subject of the claim leave pay) paid as priority claims under 111994).along with a statement of the name and USC 507(a)(3) or for which a return is due

location of the office where the return was within 3 years of the filing of the bank-Any tax lien that attaches to the estate’sfiled. ruptcy petition, including a return forproperty because of an assessment described
which an extension of the filing date was5) For excise taxes you reported on Forms above can only take effect when the property
obtained.720, 730, or 2290, the trustee should use (or its proceeds) are transferred back to the

Form 8849, Claim for Refund of Excise 6) Excise taxes on transactions occurringdebtor. Also, the tax must be the debtor’s debt
Taxes or Schedule C of Form 720, which- before the date of filing the bankruptcythat will not be discharged in the case.
ever is appropriate. petition, for which a return, if required, is

due (including extensions) within 3 years6) For overpayment of taxes of the bank- Disclosure of return information.  In bank-
of the filing of the bankruptcy petition. If aruptcy estate incurred during the adminis- ruptcy cases other than those of individuals fil-
return is not required, these excise taxestration of the case, the trustee may ing under chapter 7 or 11, and in receivership
include only those on transactions occur-choose to use a properly executed tax re- proceedings where substantially all the debt-
ring during the 3 years immediately beforeturn (for income taxes, a Form 1041) as a or’s property is in the hands of the receiver,
the date of filing the petition.claim for refund or credit. current and earlier returns of the debtor are,

upon written request, open to inspection by or
disclosure to the trustee or receiver, but only ifThe IRS examination function, if requested Priority of payment. For a chapter 7 case,
the Internal Revenue Service finds that theby the trustee or debtor-in-possession as dis- the preceding eighth priority prepetition taxes
trustee or receiver has a material interestcussed later, will examine the appropriate may be paid out of the assets of the bank-
which will be affected by information on theamended return, claim, or original return filed ruptcy estate to the extent there are assets re-
return.by the trustee on an expedite basis, and will maining after paying the claims of secured
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creditors and other creditors having higher pri- However, for any unemployment tax on 2) The cancellation of debt that would have
wages paid by the trustee of a title 11 bank- been deductible if paid.ority claims.
ruptcy estate, if the failure to pay the state un-Different rules apply to payment of eighth 3) The reduction of a debt by the seller of
employment contributions on time was withoutpriority prepetition taxes under chapters 11, property if the debt arose from the
fault by the trustee, the full amount of the12, and 13: purchase of the property.
credit is allowed.

1) In chapter 11, the debtor can pay these
The exclusions are discussed next.taxes over a period of 6 years from the Statute of limitations for collection.  In a ti-

date of assessment, including interest, tle 11 bankruptcy case, the period of limita-
Exclusions tions for collection of tax (generally, 10 years2) In chapter 12, the debtor can pay such tax

after assessment) is suspended for the periodclaims in deferred cash payments over Do not include a canceled debt in gross in-
during which the Internal Revenue Service is come if any of the following situations apply:time, and
prohibited from collecting, plus 6 months

● The cancellation takes place in a bank-3) In chapter 13, the debtor can pay such thereafter.
ruptcy case under the U.S. Bankruptcytaxes over 3 years (or over 5 years with
Code. See Bankruptcy case exclusion,court approval). Discharge of Unpaid Tax later.

Debts are divided into two categories; dis-
● The cancellation takes place when you are

chargeable and nondischargeable. Discharge-
Certain taxes are assigned a higher priority insolvent (see Insolvency exclusion, later),

able debts are those that the debtor is no
and the amount excluded is not more thanfor payment. Taxes incurred during adminis-

longer personally liable to pay after the bank-
the amount by which you are insolvent.tration by the bankruptcy estate are paid first, ruptcy proceedings are concluded. Nondis-

as administrative expenses. Taxes arising in ● The canceled debt is qualified farm debtchargeable debts are those that are not can-
the ordinary course of your business or finan- (debt incurred in operating a farm). Seeceled because of the bankruptcy proceedings.
cial affairs in an involuntary bankruptcy case, chapter 4 of Publication 225, Farmer’s TaxThe debtor remains personally liable for their
after the filing of the bankruptcy petition but Guide.payment.
before the earlier of the appointment of a trus-

As a general rule, there is no discharge for ● The canceled debt is qualified real propertytee or the order for relief are included in the you as an individual debtor at the termination business indebtedness (certain debt con-second priority of payment. The employee’s of a bankruptcy case for the second and nected with business real property). Seeportion of the employment taxes on the first eighth priority taxes described earlier, or for Publication 525, Taxable and Nontaxable$4,000 (to be adjusted 4/1/98) described in taxes for which no return, a late return (filed Income.(5) above is included in the third priority. within 2 years of the filing of the bankruptcy
petition), or a fraudulent return was filed. How- Order of exclusions. If the cancellation ofRelief from penalties.  A penalty for failure to ever, claims against you for other taxes pre- debt occurs in a title 11 bankruptcy case, thepay tax, including failure to pay estimated tax, dating the bankruptcy petition by more than 3 bankruptcy exclusion takes precedence overwill not be imposed for any period during which years may be discharged. However, if the IRS the insolvency, qualified farm debt, or qualifieda title 11 bankruptcy case is pending, under has a lien on the debtor’s property, this prop- rea l  proper ty  bus iness indebtednessthe following conditions. If the tax was in- erty may be seized to collect discharged tax exclusions.curred by the bankruptcy estate, the penalty debts. To the extent that the taxpayer is insolvent,will not be imposed if the failure to pay resulted

the insolvency exclusion takes precedencefrom an order of the court finding probable in- Exception for individuals with regular in- over qualified farm debt or qualified real prop-sufficiency of funds of the estate to pay admin- come. If you complete all payments under a erty business indebtedness exclusions.istrative expenses. If the tax was incurred by chapter 13 debt adjustment plan for an individ-
you as the debtor, the penalty will not be im- ual with regular income, the court may grant Bankruptcy case exclusion. A bankruptcyposed if: you a discharge of debts, including a dis- case is a case under title 11 of the United

charge of the second and eighth priority1) The tax was incurred before the earlier of States Code, but only if the debtor is under the
prepetition taxes described earlier. However, ifthe order for relief or (in an involuntary jurisdiction of the court and the cancellation of
you fail to complete all payments under thecase) the appointment of a trustee, and the debt is granted by the court or occurs as a
plan, these taxes are not discharged although result of a plan approved by the court.2) The bankruptcy petition was filed before the court may grant a discharge of other debts None of the debt canceled in a bankruptcythe due date for the tax return (including in limited circumstances. case is included in your gross income in theextensions) or the date for imposing the

year canceled. Instead, certain losses, credits,penalty occurs on or after the day the
and basis of property must be reduced by thebankruptcy petition was filed.
amount of excluded income (but not belowDebt Cancellation 
zero). These losses, credits, and basis in prop-

This relief from the failure-to-pay penalty If a debt is canceled or forgiven, other than as erty are called tax attributes and are discussed
does not apply to any penalty for failure to pay a gift or bequest, the debtor generally must in- under Reduction of Tax Attributes, later.
or deposit tax withheld or collected from clude the canceled amount in gross income
others and required to be paid over to the U.S. for tax purposes. A debt includes any indebt- Insolvency exclusion. You are insolvent
government. Nor does it apply to any penalty edness for which the debtor is liable or which when, and to the extent, your liabilities exceed
for failure to timely file a return. attaches to property the debtor holds. the fair market value of your assets. Determine

your liabilities and the fair market value of your
FUTA credit. An employer is generally al- assets immediately before the cancellation ofExceptions and Exclusions 
lowed a credit against the federal unemploy- your debt to determine whether or not you are

There are several exceptions and exclusionsment tax (FUTA) for contributions made to a insolvent and the amount by which you are
from the inclusion of canceled debt in income.state unemployment fund, if the contributions insolvent.
The exceptions include:are paid by the last day for filing an unemploy- Exclude from your gross income debt can-

ment tax return for the tax year. If the contribu- 1) The cancellation of a student loan for a celed when you are insolvent, but only up to
tions to the state fund are paid after that date, student required to work for certain em- the amount by which you are insolvent. How-
generally only 90% of the otherwise allowable ployers. See Cancellation of student loan ever, you must use the amount excluded to re-
credit may be taken against the federal unem- in Publication 525, Taxable and Nontax- duce certain tax attributes, as explained later
ployment tax. able Income. under Reduction of Tax Attributes.
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Example. $4,000 of the Simpson Corpora- Foreign tax credit. Last, reduce any car- under chapter 7 or 11) may choose to reduce
ryover, to or from the tax year of the debt can-tion’s liabilities are cancelled outside bank- the basis of depreciable property before re-
cellation, of an amount used to determine theruptcy. Immediately before the cancellation, ducing any other tax attributes. However, this
foreign tax credit or the Puerto Rico and pos-the Simpson Corporation’s liabilities totaled reduction of the basis of depreciable property
session tax credit.$21,000 and the fair market value of its assets cannot be more than the total basis of depre-

was $17,500. Because its liabilities were more ciable property held at the beginning of the tax
Amount of reduction. Except for the creditthan its assets, it was insolvent. The amount of year following the tax year of the debt
carryovers, reduce the tax attributes listed ear-the insolvency was $3,500 ($21,000 – cancellation.
lier one dollar for each dollar of canceled debt$17,500). Depreciable property means any property
that is excluded from income. Reduce theThe corporation may exclude only $3,500 subject to depreciation, but only if a reduction
credit carryovers by 331/3 cents for each dollarof the $4,000 debt cancellation from income of basis will reduce the amount of depreciationof canceled debt that is excluded frombecause that is the amount by which it was in- or amortization otherwise allowable for the pe-income.solvent. It must also reduce certain tax attrib- riod immediately following the basis reduction.

utes by the $3,500 of excluded income. The You may choose to treat as depreciable prop-Making the reduction. Make the required re-remaining $500 of canceled debt must be in- erty any real property that is stock in trade or isductions in tax attributes after figuring the taxcluded in income. held primarily for sale to customers in the ordi-for the tax year of the debt cancellation. In re-
nary course of trade or business. You mustducing net operating losses and capital
generally make this choice on the tax returnlosses, first reduce the loss for the tax year ofReduction of
for the tax year of the debt cancellation, and,the debt cancellation, and then any loss carry-Tax Attributes  
once made, you can only revoke it with IRS ap-overs to that year in the order of the tax years

If a debtor excludes canceled debt from in- from which the carryovers arose, starting with proval. However, if you establish reasonable
come because it is canceled in a bankruptcy the earliest year. Make the reductions of credit cause, you may make the choice with an
case or during insolvency, he or she must use carryovers in the order in which the carryovers amended return or claim for refund or credit.
the excluded amount to reduce certain ‘‘tax at- are taken into account for the tax year of the Making elections. Make the election to re-
tributes.’’ Tax attributes include the basis of debt cancellation. duce the basis of depreciable property before
certain assets and the losses and credits reducing other tax attributes as well as the
listed next. By reducing these tax attributes, Individuals under chapter 7 or chapter 11. election to treat real property inventory as de-
tax on the canceled debt is in part postponed In an individual bankruptcy under chapter 7 preciable property, on Form 982, Reduction of
instead of being entirely forgiven. This pre- (liquidation) or chapter 11 (reorganization) of Tax Attributes Due to Discharge of Indebted-
vents an excessive tax benefit from the debt title 11, the required reduction of tax attributes ness (and Section 1082 Basis Adjustment).cancellation. must be made to the attributes of the bank-

ruptcy estate, a separate taxable entity result-If a separate bankruptcy estate was cre-
Recapture of basis reductions. If any basising from the filing of the case. Also, the trus-ated, the trustee or debtor-in-possession must
in property is reduced under these provisionstee of the bankruptcy estate must makereduce the estate’s attributes (but not below
and is later sold or otherwise disposed of at athe choice  of whether to reduce the basis ofzero) by the canceled debt. See Individuals
gain, the part of the gain that is from this basisdepreciable property first before reducingunder chapter 7 or chapter 11, later.
reduction is taxable as ordinary income. Figureother tax attributes. See the discussion of The
the ordinary income part by treating theBankruptcy Estate, earlier.Order of reduction.  Generally, use the
amount of this basis reduction as a deprecia-amount of canceled debt to reduce the tax at-
tion deduction and by treating any such basis-Basis Reduction  tributes in the order listed below. However,
reduced property that is not already either sec-If any amount of the debt cancellation is usedyou may choose to use all or a part of the
tion 1245 or section 1250 property as sectionto reduce the basis of assets as discussedamount of canceled debt to first reduce the
1245 property. In the case of section 1250under Reduction of Tax Attributes, the follow-basis of depreciable property before reducing

ing rules apply to the extent indicated. property, make the determination of whatthe other tax attributes. This choice is dis-
would have been straight line depreciation ascussed later.

When to make the basis reduction. Make though there had been no basis reduction forNet operating loss. First, reduce any net
the reduction in basis at the beginning of the debt cancellation. Sections 1245 and 1250operating loss for the tax year in which the
tax year following the tax year of the debt can- and the recapture of gain as ordinary incomedebt cancellation takes place, and any net op-
cellation. The reduction applies to property are explained in chapter 4, Dispositions of De-erating loss carryover to that tax year.
held at that time. See section 1.1017–1 of the preciable Property, in Publication 544, SalesGeneral business credit carryovers.
Income Tax Regulations for more information. and Other Dispositions of Assets.Second, reduce any carryovers, to or from the

tax year of the debt cancellation, of amounts
Bankruptcy and insolvency reduction limit.used to determine the general business credit. Partnerships  The reduction in basis because of canceledMinimum tax credit. Third, reduce any
debt in bankruptcy or in insolvency cannot be If a partnership’s debt is canceled because ofminimum tax credit that is available as of the more than the total basis of property held im- bankruptcy or insolvency, the rules for the ex-beginning of the tax year following the tax year mediately after the debt cancellation, minus clusion of the canceled amount from gross in-of the debt cancellation. the total liabilities immediately after the can- come and for tax attribute reduction are ap-Capital losses. Fourth, reduce any net cellation. This limit does not apply if an elec- plied at the individual partner level. Thus, eachcapital loss for the tax year of the debt cancel- tion is made to reduce basis before reducing

partner’s share of debt cancellation incomelation, and any capital loss carryover to that other attributes. This election is discussed
must be reported on the partner’s return un-year. later.
less the partner meets the bankruptcy or insol-Basis. Fifth, reduce the basis of your prop-
vency exclusions explained earlier. Then allerty as described under Basis Reduction, Exempt property under title 11. If debt is
choices, such as the choices to reduce the ba-later. This reduction applies to the basis of canceled in a bankruptcy case under title 11 of
sis of depreciable property before reducingboth depreciable and nondepreciable the United States Code, make no reduction in
other tax attributes, to treat real property in-property. basis for property that the debtor treats as ex-
ventory as depreciable property, and to endPassive activity loss and credit carry- empt property under section 522 of title 11.
the tax year on the day before filing the bank-overs. Sixth, reduce any passive activity loss
ruptcy case, must be made by the individualor credit carryover from the tax year of the Election to reduce basis first. You (the es-
partners, not the partnership.debt cancellation. tate in the case of an individual bankruptcy
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Depreciable property. For purposes of re- property as explained earlier. Otherwise, dis- Ordinarily, in applying the $10,000 debt
ducing the basis of depreciable property in at- charge of indebtedness income, including cancellation amount to reduce tax attributes,
tribute reduction, a partner treats his or her amounts excluded from gross income, in- Tom would first reduce his $2,000 net operat-
partnership interest as depreciable property to creases the earnings and profits of the corpo- ing loss, next his $3,000 net operating loss
the extent of the partner’s proportionate inter- ration (or reduces a deficit in earnings and carryover from 1994, and then his $5,000 net
est in the partnership’s depreciable property. profits). capital loss carryover. However, he figures
This applies only if the partnership makes a If there is a deficit in the corporation’s earn- that it is better for him to preserve his loss car-
corresponding reduction in the partnership’s ings and profits and the interest of any share- ryovers for the next tax year.
basis in its depreciable property with respect holder of the corporation is terminated or ex- Tom elects to reduce basis first. He can re-
to the partner. tinguished in a title 11 or similar case (defined duce the depreciable basis of his rental con-

earlier), the deficit must be reduced by an dominium (his only depreciable asset) by
amount equal to the paid-in capital allocable to $10,000. The tax effect of doing this will be toPartner’s basis in partnership. The alloca-
the shareholder’s terminated or extinguished reduce his depreciation deductions for yearstion of an amount of debt cancellation income
interest. following the year of the debt cancellation.to a partner results in that partner’s basis in

However, if he later sells the condominium at athe partnership being increased by that
gain, the part of the gain from the basis reduc-amount. At the same time, the reduction in the
tion will be taxable as ordinary income.partner’s share of partnership liabilities S Corporations  

caused by the debt cancellation results in a Tom must file Form 982, as shown here,
deemed distribution, in turn resulting in a re- with his individual return (Form 1040) for theFor S corporations, the rules for excluding in-
duction of the partner’s basis in the partner- tax year of the debt discharge. In addition, hecome from debt cancellation because of bank-
ship. These basis adjustments are separate must attach a statement describing the debtruptcy or insolvency apply at the corporate
from any basis reduction under the attribute- cancellation transaction and identifying thelevel.
reduction rules described earlier. property to which the basis reduction applies.

This statement is not illustrated.

Net operating losses. A loss or deductionCorporations  
that is disallowed for the tax year of the debt

Corporations in a bankruptcy proceeding or in-
cancellation because it exceeds the share-

solvency generally follow the same rules for
holders’ basis in the corporation’s stock and How to Get Moredebt cancellation and reduction of tax attrib-
debt is treated as a net operating loss for that

utes as an individual or individual bankruptcy
tax year in making the required reduction of Information estate would follow.
tax attributes for the amount of the canceled
debt.

You can get help from the IRS in several ways.Stock for Debt Exchange  
If a corporation transfers its stock in satisfac-
tion of indebtedness and the fair market value Tax Attribute Reduction Free publications and forms. To order free
of its stock is less than the indebtedness it publications and forms, call 1—800—TAX—Example  
owes, the corporation has income (to the ex- FORM (1—800—829—3676). You can also
tent of the difference) from the cancellation of write to the IRS Forms Distribution CenterThe sample filled-in Form 982, Reduction ofindebtedness. After 1994, a corporation can nearest you. Check your income tax packageTax Attributes Due to Discharge of Indebted-exclude all or a portion of the income created for the address. Your local library or post officeness (and Section 1082 Basis Adjustment),by the stock for debt transfer if it is in a bank-

also may have the items you need.shown in this publication is based on the fol-ruptcy proceeding or, if not in a bankruptcy
For a list of free tax publications, orderlowing situation.proceeding, it can exclude the income to the

Publication 910, Guide to Free Tax services. ItTom Smith is in financial difficulty, but heextent it is insolvent. However, the corporation
also contains an index of tax topics and re-has been able to avoid declaring bankruptcy.must reduce its tax attributes (to the extent it
lated publications and describes other free taxIn 1995, he reached an agreement with hishas any) by the amount of excluded income.
information services available from IRS, in-creditors, whereby they agreed to forgive
cluding tax educat ion and assistance$10,000 of the total that he owed them, in re-Stock for debt exception. The stock for debt programs.turn for his setting up a schedule for repay-exception was repealed for transfers made af- If you have access to a personal computerment of the rest of his debts.ter 1994 unless the corporation filed for bank- and modem, you also can get many forms andImmediately before the debt cancellation,ruptcy (or similar court proceeding) before publications electronically. See How To GetTom’s liabilities totaled $120,000 and the fair1994. Generally, before 1995, a corporation Forms and Publications in your income taxmarket value of his assets was $100,000 (hisdid not realize income because of such stock package for details. If space permitted, this in-total basis in all these assets was $90,000). Atfor debt exchanges if it was in bankruptcy or to formation is at the end of this publication.the time of the debt cancellation, he was con-the extent it was insolvent. Consequently,

sidered insolvent by $20,000. He can excludethere was no gross income to exclude and no
from income the entire $10,000 debt cancella-reduction of its tax attributes was necessary.

Tax questions. You can call the IRS with yourtion because it was not more than the amountThe principal difference between the stock for
tax questions. Check your income tax packageby which he was insolvent.debt exception and the stock for debt ex-
or telephone book for the local number, or youAmong Tom’s assets, the only depreciablechange is that the corporation does not re-
can call 1—800—829—1040.asset is a rental condominium with an adjustedduce its tax attributes under the stock for debt

basis of $50,000. Of this, $10,000 is allocableexception.
to the land, leaving a depreciable basis of

Telephone help for hearing-impaired per-$40,000. He has a long-term capital loss carry-Earnings and profits  sons. If you have access to TDD equipment,over to 1996 of $5,000. He also has a net op-
you can call 1—800—829—4059 to ask taxerating loss of $2,000 and a $3,000 net oper-The earnings and profits of a corporation do
questions or to order forms and publications.ating loss carryover from 1994. He has nonot include income from the discharge of in-
See your income tax package for the hours ofdebtedness to the extent of the amount ap- other tax attributes arising from the current tax
operation.plied to reduce the basis of the corporation’s year or carried to this year.
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